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QUESTION: 45
What technology has HP developed to help improve energy efficiency for HP
Workstations ?

A. low wattage power supply
B. HP Wattsaver
C. sleep mode energy shut down
D. power conservation PSU

Answer: B

QUESTION: 46
How should you describe Intel® Turbo Boost technology used in HP Workstations to your
customer?

A. It speeds up the CPU performance while reducing the per cycle power consumption.
B. It dynamically uses available power and thermal headroom to boost CPU frequency.
C. This technology effectively manages the wattage consumed by each of the CPUs.
D. It connects memory directly to the processor providing faster access to memory.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 47
Which advantage does eSATA provide that SATA does not?

A. It compresses data to expand the volume size.
B. It is a newer and more efficient disk technology.
C. It enables the configuration of external SATA drives.
D. It supports shared storage across multiple workstations.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 48
Which statement describes the Intel® QuickPath Architecture on HP Workstations?

A. It enables the system to assign standard memory as cache to each CPU core.
B. It is a direct connection between the CPU and disk.
C. It is an architecture that helps increase the CPU cycles and improve performance.
D. It is a high-speed point-to-point interconnect between CPU, memory, and I/O.
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 49
Which HP Workstation feature has had a positive impact on the work environment?

A. addition of liquid cooling
B. 85% efficient power supply
C. improved, superior acoustics
D. cable-less engineering

Answer: A

QUESTION: 50
Which feature should you mention to a customer when discussing the ability to fine tune
and optimize their workstation?

A. multiple display support
B. disk capacity and RAID
C. HP Performance Advisor
D. HP Application Eco-system

Answer: A
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